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MESSAGE 

DEAN'S

"I wish the DPC family a Happy
New Year. May the coming year
bring a lot of happiness and
success to your life, along with
good health".

Prof. Saeed Ahmed Khan

Dean, DPC

Photo Credit SADAf Sana 
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The faculty of DPC has made a phenomenal impact on our college and community. The extensive amount of
research and dedication were motivating and inspiring. Their path to achieving their goals inspired many students,
including us, to learn and prosper until we graduated and became high achievers like them. 

To begin, we would like to start with an
impressive research article written by the faculty
of DPC:
Dr. Ammar Ali Saleh and Dr. Mirza R Baig
(collaborators Farah Jabbar Ali Alliabi and Mahir
Khalil Ibrahim) on "Treatment guidelines for Type
II Diabetes Mellitus (T2DM) in Ajman, United Arab
Emirates," published on the BMC Primary
Carewebsite (7th April 2022). outstanding and
impressive work by our faculty, which is really
helpful in the field of treatment of diabetes
mellitus.

RESEARCH CONTRIBUTION

The participation of Ms. Maram Abbas with DPCG
faculty in the first scientific conference on health and
medical research, which was held by the Ministry of
Health and Prevention. 

It was great to hear from experts at the
first scientific conference on Health and
Medical Research conference regarding
genetics and AI applications in clinical
practice. It was a pleasure to share my
research poster, "Evaluation of knowledge,
screening practice, and Potential Risk
Prevalence of Breast Cancer among
Women in UAE" there and connect with
colleagues from Dubai Pharmacy College
and the UAE.
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The UAE National Day is a much-awaited day in the Emirates and is celebrated with great
enthusiasm and fervor, and our college was no exception.
 
We celebrated it on the 29th of November in the Medical College's garden, which was
decorated beautifully. There were stalls for the local cuisine—the famous Luqaimat and
Regag; henna designing; and a local shop that sold many goodies. We also had an amazing
mini-performance from the kids from different schools. The horse riding and horse show
were two of the main attractions.
 
But the main star was the Biryani, no doubt.
The celebration was held from 12:30 p.m. to 3 p.m. All in all, it was a success, and we would
like to thank the organizers for such a wonderful event.

UAE NATIONAL DAY CELEBRATION

NEWS & EVENTS
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 Diabetes Awareness events
 On November 24, 2022, a diabetes awareness event was held at Sahara
Mall. This community outreach activity reflected our distinguished
students' capabilities and competencies. Third- and fourth-year
students participated. The students took blood pressure and blood
sugar measurements from the mall visitors and provided proper
counseling for each individual based on their health condition. A couple
of suspected but undetected cases of hypertension and diabetes had
been recognized by the students, and they guided the patient in the
proper way to follow their condition.

An awareness event has been conducted by
the community engagement unit at Al Shoola
School. On November 14, an informative
lecture was given, followed by an educational
session about the dangers of bad habits and
a sedentary lifestyle on our health, and a
demonstration for the students on how to
perform BP and BS measurements. 

Dubai Pharmacy College had been
awarded an appreciation certificate
for its continuous contribution to
health awareness campaigns.
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FUH International Symposium was held by
Fakeeh University Hospital Dubai, FUH 1st
International 2-Day Symposium.
"Fakeeh University Hospital Yearly International
Symposium": "When the size matters, raising
the bar... to the waist" is to increase awareness
and knowledge .

Obesity is prevalent around the world and a source
of concern in the UAE, where incidence and
prevalence are increasing.
It is not an aesthetic issue, as some people believe,
but a disease that causes gradual involvement and
damage to virtually all of our body's organs and
systems.
The goal of this symposium was to raise awareness
and knowledge through highly scientific
contributions, beginning with risk factors and proper
assessment and progressing to the consequences in
terms of morbidity and complications. In addition to
giving workshops, Dr. Ammar was on a panel with a
high level of engagement in the conversation, which
plays a significant role on behalf of Dubai Pharmacy
College. 

Diabetes Symposium

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN DUBAI PHARMACY COLLEGE FOR GIRLS (DPCG) AND
MADDA WALABU UNIVERSITY (MWU)

Dubai Pharmacy College for Girls (DPCG)
has signed a memorandum of
understanding with Madda Walabu
University (MWU), a public university in
Ethiopia, on December 9, 2022. The MOU
was signed by the dean of DPCG (Prof.
Dr. Saeed Ahmed Khan) and the
president of MWU (Dr. Ahmed Khalil). The
purpose of this agreement is to enhance
collaboration in the fields of education,
research, training, and dissemination of
information. It also aims for an exchange
of expertise from both sides to foster
academic and research outcomes.
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Dubai Pharmacy College celebrated the talent’s day on 22nd November 2022. The show was

hosted by Lakisha and Rahma from second year. The event was witnessed by the dean of the

college, faculty members, and several other staff members, along with students.

The talent show began with an award giving ceremony to the toppers of DPC and the doctors

behind their success. It was an exciting opportunity for the students to showcase their talents,

such as singing, dancing, speaking, cooking, painting, etc. The atmosphere was filled with

entertainment and enthusiasm, and the students were capable of attracting the attention of

the audience.

TALENT SHOW DAY 



STUDENT'S
AISLE
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a Little progress each day
adds up to big results

- Satya Nani 

BEE_SKINCARE5
Anfal Abdulla (4th year) had an
ambition and a passion to have her
own shop in the future. She began
by solely doing body washes and
then promoted her work on
Instagram and TikTok. She then
noticed that there were a lot of
positive comments. Except for her
dream, there is no specific story. She
began making body butter, hand
soap, soaponiya body oils, and body
sprays in various scents, as well as
hair oils and hair masks. She's
hopeful that one day she'll have a
shop and new products every year.
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HANNAH MOLLAIE

Hannah Mollaie is from batch 31. Hannah is
fascinated by art and is drawn to everything in it.
She likes makeup and did it as a hobby at first,
but it eventually became her work, from which
she earns money. She worked as a makeup artist
for a while before leaving to study, but this was
not an obstacle. She indulged in her favorite
activity, designing and embroidering cloth.

Baraah Abdulhakim from batch 28
was asked, "What is Luna?"

"It is a firm that decorates various
events in various locations," she
replied. The main focus of our

company is making extraordinary
memories with special people.

 

LUNA EVENTS

Party decorating can be a lot of fun, but it can also be a lucrative business. 
If you enjoy party decorating and have a creative touch, now is a fantastic moment to
transform your hobby into a profitable business. 
Party decorating is a rising $3 billion industry, and you might get a piece of it for a little
investment.

She saw the neighborhood women
performing this craft as a child and used
to sit next to them and practice, which is
when she recognized she was interested
in this art.



DPC's veryDPC's veryDPC's very
ownownown      finestfinestfinest
photographerphotographerphotographer
- Baraa- Baraa- Baraa
AlwealiAlwealiAlweali
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art by Fathima Firoz
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A GLANCE AHEAD

"I hope the best for you, but keep this in mind. Remain composed
and confident in yourself. Make a positive affirmation to your
unconscious mind. Therefore, everything you just imagined will
begin to happen once your mind begins to believe".
             So begin to believe in yourself.
                                                       (Ms.Sadaf, Psychologist) 

Beginning in January will be the first semester's final

exams.

FIFA World Cup 2022

Become energized for FIFA!

Football is supported by the entire world, and DPC

does not disappoint!

Bring your pals over to support your preferred

team!

On Wednesday 14th December at 12:30 in college

premises.
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